MEDICAL AESTHETICS BOUTIQUE OMVE OPENS IN
HILL CENTER GREEN HILLS
NASHVILLE, TN (November 8, 2018) — Atlanta-based
medical aesthetics boutique OVME opens today in Green Hills
at the Hill Center. Founded by S. Mark McKenna M.D. M.B.A,
OVME is provides a sleek and contemporary take on the
traditional clinical environment and offers a variety of medical
aesthetic and wellness services for both men and women.
OVME delivers curated medical aesthetic experiences in
contemporary and welcoming environments. OVME Nashville
offers neurotoxins (Botox, Dysport), dermal fillers (Juvederm,
Voluma, Volbella, Restylane), Vivace Microneedling, cosmetic
laser treatments, testosterone replacement therapy, PRP for hair
loss, vitamin B-12 shots, hydration therapy and more.
“The needs of medical aesthetics consumers have evolved
beyond the industry landscape,” says Dr. McKenna. “We have
considered every aspect of the medical aesthetic journey and
worked tirelessly to improve and reinvent that process.”
Advanced Aesthetics Nurse Amber Cruth is Nashville’s Lead Aesthetic Provider. Amber is a
Registered Nurse, Advanced Injector and Cosmetic Laser Specialist with more than 13 years of
experience injecting Botox and dermal fillers. She has worked with a wide variety of specialty
products such as Juvederm, Restylane, Radiesse and Sculptra.
OVME’s philanthropic philosophy is guided by passion and commitment – A passion for
wellness and a commitment to healthy communities, families, and children. OVME Atlanta has
worked with the Make-A-Wish Foundation and will continue its charitable partnership in
Nashville.
OVME is located in Hill Center Green Hills at 4017 Hillsboro Pike #310. For more information,
or to schedule an appointment, call 615.307.7086 or visit www.OVME.com.
###
About OVME
Founded in 2017 by Mark McKenna MD MBA, OVME (pronounced “of me”) provides high
quality, minimally invasive cosmetic services to aspiring women and men. OVME’s flagship
‘boutique’ is located in the heart of Buckhead Atlanta. The Buckhead location is the first of
many boutiques that will be rolled out in select markets across the U.S. The boutique offers a
sleek and contemporary take on the traditional clinical environment. OVME is squarely focused
on creating medical aesthetic experiences that curate “the best ‘ov’ you.” OVME extends its
ethos through an official partnership with the Make-A-Wish Foundation, donating a portion of
proceeds to grant wishes for kids with life-threatening medical conditions across the country. For
more information, visit www.OVME.com

